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Abstract— Granular computing is a computation theory that imitates human thinking and reasoning by dealing with information at different levels of abstraction/precision. The adoption of granular computing approach in the design of data classification systems improves their performance in dealing with data uncertainty and facilitates handling large volumes of data. In this paper, a granular computing approach for the design of medical data classification systems is proposed. The proposed approach makes use of data granulation in training the classifier. Training data is granulated at different levels and data from each level is used for constructing the classification system. To evaluate performance of the proposed approach, a classification system based on neural network is implemented. Four medical datasets are used to compare performance of the proposed approach to other classifiers: neural network classifier, ANFIS classifier and SVM classifier. Results show that the proposed approach improves classification performance of neural network classifier and produces better accuracy and area under curve than other classifiers for most of the datasets used. 
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I.	 Introduction
The task of data classification plays a major role in many medical diagnosis and decision making procedures [1]. Data classification is a supervised learning method that divides data into homogeneous (in terms of some similarity measure) groups (classes). There are two types of classification with regard to the number of classes: binary classification (grouping the data into only two classes, and multiclass classification (classifying the data into more than two classes). In this paper, only binary classification is considered since any multiclass classification task can be divided into multiples binary classification tasks. This can be achieved by classifying data into one class against all other classes [2].
Soft computing techniques have been applied to address classification problem. Many researchers have presented the use of fuzzy rule-based classification systems. [3] presents a fuzzy classification framework to extract fuzzy rules from numerical data to construct medical diagnosis systems. In [4], a system that combines fuzzy rule-based classification systems with interval-valued fuzzy sets is proposed. The system assists decision making in diagnosing cardiovascular disease by determining the risk of a patient suffering from the disease within the next 10 years. A method for automatic construction of fuzzy rule-based system for medical data classification is presented in [5]. The proposed method uses genetic algorithm to optimize subtractive clustering method for fuzzy rules generation from data.
In addition to fuzzy systems, the use of artificial neural networks in data classification has been proposed by many researches. A neural network model that is used as a biomarker association network is proposed in [6]. The proposed model captures the associations between the biomarkers by minimizing an energy function. Based on the proposed model, a cancer classification approach is developed. In [7] a spiking wavelet radial basis neural network that can be used for the classification of gene expression data is presented.
Several other computational intelligence methods have been used in medical data classification including: fuzzy decision trees [8] [9], support vector machines [10] [11] and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system [12] [13].
When designing data-driven systems, the concept of granular computing arises. Granular computing is a computation theory that inspired by the way human process information. In this theory, information is handled in groups or entities called information granules. The use of granular computing approach in system design provides the flexibility of handling information at different levels of abstraction/precision. 
In this paper, a granular computing approach for the design of medical data classification systems is proposed. The proposed approach makes use of multi-level data granulation in training and constructing the classification system.
This paper is arranged as follows. A brief description of granular computing is given in section II. The proposed approach is presented in section III. Section IV shows experimental results and comparison of the proposed method to other classification methods. Conclusions are given in section V.
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II.	Granular Computing
Granular computing (GrC) is a computation theory that imitates human thinking and reasoning by dealing with similar items or elements as groups or entities called information granules. The size and number of information granules depends on the granulation level. Granulation levels represent the levels of abstraction/precision at which knowledge is extracted from data [14] [15].
GrC provides flexibility and adaptability in the level of knowledge extraction and introduces a framework that includes all methods of data cluster analysis, fuzzy sets, rough sets…etc. [16]
Adoption of granular computing approach in the design of data classification systems improves their performance in dealing with data uncertainty and facilitates handling large volumes of data. Many computational intelligence methods have been modified to incorporate the concept of granular computing.
One example is granular neural networks. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are based on the basic principle of biological neural networks in human brain. ANNs consist of a number of artificial neurons that are connected together by weighted connections. Each neuron is a nonlinear mapping function that maps the weighted inputs to the output. Granular neural networks combine ANNs with methods that belong to GrC like fuzzy sets and rough sets [17] [18]. Fuzzy neural networks are the result of the fuzzification of ANNs or applying fuzzy logic reasoning to ANNs. On the other hand, rough neural networks are produced by integrating ANNs and principles of rough sets. 
One way of performing data granulation is by data clustering. There are several methods that cluster data points with a certain level of similarity into clusters. One clustering method is data granulation algorithm presented in [16].
In this paper, a granular computing approach for the design of medical data classification systems is proposed. Instead of incorporating granular computing in the architectural design of the classifier, the proposed approach makes use of data granulation in training the classifier. Training data is granulated at different levels and data from each level is used for constructing the classification system.
III.	Granular Computing Approach for Classifier Design
In this study, a data granulation approach is used to construct a binary classification system. The proposed approach consists of three stages. In the first stage, data granulation is performed on the training data at different levels, i.e. from fine granulation to coarse granulation. Then, at the second stage, the resulted granulated data is used to train a set of classifiers that compute classification scores for each granule using its corresponding class label. This is performed for each selected granulation level. In the final stage, resulted scores are used to train a classifier which performs the final classification.
To classify data, scores of the input data are computed using second stage classifiers. The final stage classifier uses these scores to compute the final output.
The first stage provides different versions of training data that differs in level of specificity / generality. The classifiers at the next stage produce scoring values for each version of each data point and the final stage classifier is modelled using these values. In other words, original training data is replaced by scoring values of the multi-level granulated data.
Data granulation is achieved using a clustering algorithm. The clustering algorithm creates granules of data points whose distance is less than a specific value that represents the granulation level. Euclidean distance function is used to computes distance. Class label of each granule is the label that has a number of data points more than CR within the granule. CR equals 0.5 for balanced data and n/N for imbalanced data, where n=total number of data points that belong to the given class in the whole training data and N is the total number of training data points.
Different granulation levels are obtained by increasing the maximum distance between points that belong to the same granule. When the total number of resulted granules is less than that of the previous level by a significant number (e.g. 10), a new level is obtained.
A granule is represented by its center and number of points belonging to it. A granule center is the arithmetic mean of all points in the granule. To simplify the process of training the classifiers, a granule is used multiple times equal to the number of its points so that the total number of training samples is always the same regardless of the number of granules – i.e. the total number of original training data points.
Any type of classifier can be used given that it can provide scoring output – i.e. output ranging from 0 to 1. Neural network classifiers are used in our study.




Fig. 1.	Flowchart of the proposed approach.
IV.	Experimental Study
To implement and evaluate the proposed approach, a classification system is designed using granular computing approach with 2-layer neural network classifiers used in second and last stage. A neural network of 10 neurons in the first hidden layer and 5 neurons in the second hidden layer is used for each classifier. Classification results are compared to those of other classifiers: single layer neural network, double layer neural network, support vector machine (SVM) with different kernels, and adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) with different number of rules. Table 1 lists brief descriptions for each classifier used.
5-fold cross validation was used in the evaluation of all classifiers. Each data set is divided into five equal-sized partitions. Each classifier was tested five times with a different partition (20% of training samples). The remaining partitions (80% of training samples) were used for training.
TABLE I. 	Description of Classifiers
Classifier	Description
GNN	Classifier designed using the granular computing approach with 2-layer neural network classifiers in the second and final stages.
1-layer NN	Single layer neural network classifier with 10 neurons.
2-layer NN	2-layer neural network classifier with 10 and 5 neurons in the first and second hidden layers respectively.
2-rule ANFIS	ANFIS classifier with 2 rules fuzzy system constructed using fuzzy c-mean method (FCM)
3-rule ANFIS	ANFIS classifier with 3 rules fuzzy system constructed using fuzzy c-mean method (FCM)
5-rule ANFIS	ANFIS classifier with 5 rules fuzzy system constructed using fuzzy c-mean method (FCM)
SVM Linear	SVM classifier with linear kernel.
SVM RBF	SVM classifier with gaussian radial basis function kernel (sigma = 1).
SVM Polynomial	SVM classifier with polynomial kernel (order = 3).

TABLE II. 	Description of Datasets
Dataset	No. of records	No. of input variables	Class ratio	Description
Pima	768	8	268/500	Records of female Pima Indian patients (at least 21 years old) from USA tested for diabetes
ILPD	579	10	165/414	Liver patients and non liver patients records (441 male and 142 female) collected from north east of Andhra Pradesh, India.
Heart disease	270	13	120/150	Heart disease patients and non heart disease patients records.




Classification performance was evaluated using two measures: accuracy and area under curve (AUC). Four different datasets were used for performance evaluation: Pima Indians diabetes dataset, Indian liver patient dataset (ILPD), heart disease dataset and Bupa liver disorders dataset. Table II lists some characteristics and descriptions of these datasets. All datasets can be found at University of California in Irvine (UCI) Machine Learning Repository [19]. Data samples containing missing values were deleted and all data were normalized before being used in training or testing.
Classification results for the four datasets are given in Tables III-VI. For the first three datasets, results show that the granular computing approach has improved the classification accuracy and AUC of the neural network classifier (2-layer NN). In addition, GNN has better classification accuracy and AUC than all other tested classifiers.
However, for the fourth dataset (Bupa), GNN does not have the best classification accuracy and AUC although it has improved performance compared to that of the neural network classifiers. This suggests that granular computing approach might be more advantageous for datasets with certain characteristics.
In addition, the number of granulation levels used in designing the classifier and which levels are selected play a crucial role in achieving the best classification performance. For example, Table VII shows classification accuracy and AUC of GNN for different set of granulation levels of Pima dataset.
In this study, granulation levels were selected empirically. However, to further improve the classification performance, methods that dynamically select the granulation levels that result in optimal performance have to be investigated. For example, for Pima dataset, selecting best granulation levels in each testing fold of GNN results in better accuracy and AUC as shown in Table VIII. One suggestion is the use of optimization methods (e.g. particle swam optimization or genetic algorithms) that use entropy measure as an objective function. 

















































Fig. 2-9 show the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of GNN and a selected classifier for the four datasets.

TABLE VII. 	Classification Results for Pima Dataset Using GNN with Different Granulation Levels
Selected granulation levels	Accuracy	Area Under Curve
2, 9, 16, 23, 30, 37, 44, 51, 58	78.13%	81.75%
3, 11, 19, 27, 35, 43, 51	80.86%	83.17%
3, 9, 15, 21, 27, 33, 39, 45, 51, 57	78.52%	82.11%
4, 11, 18, 25, 32, 39, 46, 53	79.43%	82.99%
1, 9, 17, 25, 33, 41, 49, 57	78.91%	82.35%











Granular computing is a promising approach for the design of data classification systems, especially when dealing with data uncertainty and large volumes of data. In this paper, a granular computing approach for the design of medical data classification systems is proposed. The proposed approach performs data granulation to the training data at different levels and uses the resulted granulated data to train a set of classifiers that compute classification scores for each granule. Resulted scores are used to train a classifier which performs the final classification. To evaluate performance of the proposed approach, a classification system based on neural network is implemented and its performance is compared to other classifiers: neural network classifier, ANFIS classifier and SVM classifier. Results from four datasets show that the proposed approach improves classification performance of neural network classifier and produces better accuracy and AUC than other classifiers for most of the datasets used. To further improve the classification performance, we suggest investigating methods that dynamically select the best set of granulation levels and the optimal number of levels. One suggestion is the use of optimization methods (e.g. particle swam optimization or genetic algorithms) that use entropy measure as an objective function.


Fig. 2.	GNN ROC curve for Pima Dataset.

Fig. 3.	1-layer NN ROC curve for Pima Dataset


Fig. 4.	GNN ROC curve for ILPD Dataset

Fig. 5.	2-rule ANFIS ROC curve for ILPD Dataset

Fig. 6.	GNN ROC curve for Heart Disease Dataset

Fig. 7.	2-rule ANFIS ROC curve for Heart Disease Dataset

Fig. 8.	GNN ROC curve for Bupa Dataset
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Algorithm 1. Classifier Design Using Granular Computing
Input: Training data: N×I matrix, N is the number of samples, I is the number of input variables; Class Labels: N×1
Output: Classification system CF, Cr (r=1….R)
1: For each selected level of granulation Lr (r=1….R) 
2:     Perform data granulation Gr
3:     Compute granules centers
4:     Train classifier Cr using granules’ centers, use each granule
  Ng times (Ng= no. of points in granule g)
5:     Compute scores Sr using classifier Cr and granulated
  data Gr as input
6: Repeat steps 1-5 for all selected granulation levels
7: Use scores S to train final stage classifier CF (S is the
    concatenation of Sr, r=1….R)






















